Cara has a new baby brother. His name is Tommy. He was just born ten months ago. Cara’s dad said, “Mom will need lots of help.”

Cara helps feed Tommy. Cara holds the food. Mom holds the spoon and puts it in Tommy’s mouth. Tommy makes a mess.

When Tommy can’t sleep, Cara sings him a song. She sings the ABCs. Then Tommy goes to sleep.

Tommy was crying. Cara knew what to do. She gave Tommy a toy. Then he stopped crying.

Mom said, “Cara, you are a great sister.” Dad said, “You are a great helper too.”
Name: ___________________

Baby Brother

1. How old is Tommy?

____________________________________________________________________

2. What does Cara do when Mom feeds Tommy?
   a. holds the spoon
   b. gets the food
   c. holds the food
   d. eats the food

3. What song did Cara sing to Tommy?

____________________________________________________________________

4. When Tommy cried, what did Cara do?

____________________________________________________________________

5. Circle the words that describe Cara.

   helpful  kind  mean  sad  tired
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Baby Brother

Draw lines to match the words from the story with their meanings.

1. spoon  a. someone who helps

2. mess  b. a tune that you sing

5. helper  e. really good

6. crying  f. something dirty or untidy
Baby Brother

In the story, “Baby Brother,” Cara helps Mom and Dad take care of her new baby brother, Tommy.

On the lines below, write about a time when you helped your parents with something.

______________________________
______________________________
______________________________
______________________________
______________________________
______________________________
______________________________
______________________________
______________________________
______________________________
______________________________
______________________________
______________________________
______________________________
______________________________
______________________________
______________________________
ANSWER KEY

Baby Brother

1. How old is Tommy?
   ten months old

2. What does Cara do when Mom feeds Tommy?  c
   a. holds the spoon
   b. gets the food
   c. holds the food
   d. eats the food

3. What song did Cara sing to Tommy?
   The ABCs

4. When Tommy cried, what did Cara do?
   She gets him a toy.

5. Circle the words that describe Cara.
   helpful  kind  mean  sad  tired
Baby Brother

Draw lines to match the words from the story with their meanings.

1. spoon  a. someone who helps
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